L INTRODUCTION AND POSHION OF THE PROBLEM
The neutron transport équation in plane x -y geometry corresponds to the following first order problem : [i, v) represents the flux of neutrons at the point (x, y) in the angular direction (jx, v). The quantity cr dénotes the cross section and ƒ takes into account the scattering, fission and inhomogeneous sources. The boundary conditions (1.2) simply mean that the flux of neutrons entering into the System is equal to zero. Let M be defined by M = (U 2 ) 1/2 . The boundary condition (1.2) can be written as follows (1.3) (£-Af)? = O for (x,y)X^v)€rxfi.
68 P. LESAINT Let (•, •) L \a*Q) dénote the usual inner product in the space L 2 (Q X g) and let ||»|| L 2 (axe) be the corresponding norm. Problem (1.1), (1.3) can be considered as a symmetrie positive Friedrichs' System ( [5] ) and one has the following resuit ( [5] , [16] ) : Theorem 1.1 : Assume thatf£L 2 (Q X g) and that <j €Z,°°(£2 X g). Then problem (1.1), (1.3) has a unique strong solution 9, in the following sensé :
There exists a séquence { q>j } with cp^ e H l (fl X g) and such that 9,-satisfies the boundary conditions (1. In what follows, we always assume that problem (1.1), (1.2) has a unique strong smooth solution 9 (at least 9 e H l (Cl X g)) and that ƒ € C°(Ù X Q). To solve problem (1.1), (1.3) by a Galerkin type method, we consider as in [11] the following formulation : If 9 € H\Q X g), one may write -5-9, for ail 4» € H l (Q X g).
As is usually done, we shall consider separately the discretizations in the angular variables (^, v) and in the spatial variables (x, y), Angular discretization. Let us consider a triangulation Q of the domain Q in triangles T l9 1 < / < L, the boundary of g being approximated by a polygonal line. Let Q^ be the reunion of ail triangles T u 1 < / ^ L. We define the following geometrical parameter for each triangle T t :
h(T t ) = diameter of T h p(7 T j) = diameter o f the inscribed circle in T v We assume that the triangulation Q is a regular family, i.e. there exists a constant a > 0 independent of the triangulation such that (1.5) ^ < a > for 1 < / < L. 9 l ü Let ^^ dénote the space of functions whose restriction to each triangle is a polynomial of degree < k in \x and v, the dimension N of the space Vb eing then equal to --~-^L. We shall consider the following problem :
we want to find 9^ € ^i(^) X ^ which satisfies : 9* = E *?(*. JO*7(* v) , <\> = E ttf( What we need to do now is to replace ty in expression (1.6) by all the func- 
1</<JL
In what follows, we shall restrict our attention to the case where V^ is the space of functions which are constant on each triangle. Let 9^ (resp. \i l9 v £ and ƒ,) dénote the value ofthe flux 9^ (resp. JA, V and/) at the centroid of T x . And let us consider the following quadrature formula :
If we use formula (1.7) to calculate the intégrais arising in expression (1.6), we get the following family of problems : to find 9, € H l (Q) such that :
(1.8) jjy., ^ + v, a* + «,, -f^v d* ày -£ ^=^ w dy = 0, for all v e // ! (Q), where .ö f = jjt^, + v z « y and M z = (Bf) 1/2 , for 1 < / ^ L.
Let || • || ut be the discrete norm defined by 0-9) Ï= Z area(r,) f (ç(x,y, ^ v,)) 2 dxdy.
1=1 Ja
We have the following classical error estimate :
We assume that problem (1.1), (1.3) has a smooth strong solution 9. Let 9^ be the solution of problem (1.6), the intégrais being calculated using formula (1.7). Then we have :
where A[x dénotes the supremum ofthe diameters ofthe triangles T l9 1 ^ l ^ L.
n° août 1974, R-2. REMARK 1.1 : The use of polynomials of degree zero leads us to a discrete ordinate method [10] , The method described above can be successfully applied when we use polynomials of higher degree on triangles [15] or on quadrilatéral éléments. We can then expect a better accuracy for the numerical results and we obtain some coupling between the angular directions. REMARK 1.2 : The method described above is an example of the application of a discontinuous method ( [13] , [17] ) to angular variables.
Let (V)L 8 (O) dénote the usual inner product inZ, 2 (Q) and let | • | L 2 (Q) dénote the corresponding norm (for L 2 (F), we shall use the same notations, with £î replacedby F). We have now toconsider the following problem for the spatial variables, the angular variables y. and v being considered as parameters : we want to find u such such that :
Au s ^ + vg + au = ƒ in O, (1.12) (B -M)w = 0 on T.
When u € .H rl (£î), this problem can be written as follows [11] :
We shall use the following result :
In what follows, we always assume that \x and v are positive. If we want to consider the case where \L and (or) v are négative, we just exchange x in -x and (or) y in -y. Define I\, 0 < z < 3, by and r 3 = r n { y = i} To solve problem (1.11), (1.12), we shall use a finite element method. This approach of the problem has already been considered by several authors ( [6] , [14] , [15] , [17] ,...) and gives good results [8] , To define numerical schemes, we shall use formulation (1.13) along with finite dimensional spaces of test functions constructed with four nodes isoparametric quadrilatéral éléments [19] whose diameter are smaller or equal to h ( § II). Existence of the approximate solutions can be shown ( § III) by using results similar to lemma 1.1. Then, generalizing results of [4] , we get an error of order h 2 when the éléments are equal rectangles ( § IV). When we use numerical quadrature formulas, we solve a local problem on each element, which is precisely a collacation method. Thus we get quasi-explicit numerical schemes ( § II) which are conditionally stable and accurate to the order h 2 if the quadrilaterals are not too distorted, and which are generalizations of classical schemes (D.S.N. [7] ).
EL NUMERICAL SCHEMES FOR SOLVING PROBLEM (1.13)
Consider a triangulation TS ft of Q made up of convex quadrilatéral élé-ments Z, such that UK = Q, and such that from any vertex belonging to the interior of D start four edges (such a triangulation may arise from the défor-mation of a regular grid). With each element K € t> h , we associate the geometrical parameters :
Let h be defined by h = sup {h(K); Ke^}. We assume that the triangulation 75 A is a regular family of éléments [3] , in the following sense : we have :
, for all K€ "G h where p and y are two constants independent of the triangulation and such that p > 0 and 0 < y < 1.
Let / (resp. J) be the number of quadrilaterals with an edge belonging to I\ (resp. r 0 ). The number of quadrilaterals included in Q, is then equal to IJ and the number of vertices in Q is equal to (/ + 1)(7 + 1). We shall numerotate the quadrilaterals from the left to the right and from the bottom to the top so that Ù = U K u , 0 < i < I-1, 0 ^ j < /-1. Consider now the quadrilatéral K with vertices A t = (x t , y ( ), 1 < i < 4 ( fig. 2.1 ). There exists a unique invertible bilinear mapping F K such that K is the image by F K of the square
. This mapping is defined as follows :
To construct a finite dimensional space in which we shall look for an approximate solution u hi we shall use either conforming or non-conforming éléments. The space P k of the shape functions over the element K is defined by : We shall give now some numerical quadrature formulas, which will be useful to evaluate the intégrais arising in the inner products. Consider the following formula on the square K :
which induces on the quadrilatéral K the following formula :
where G K is the centroid of the quadrilatéral K.
n° août 1974, R-2.
P. LESAINT
We define the two following formulas on any edge A t Aj :
where / is a curvilinear abscissa along A { A^ and a fj is the mid-point of A t AŴ ith those formulas, we can define discrete inner products between functions of V h or W h as follows :
X€T5ft
Let | • | h dénote the corresponding semi norm. 
The corresponding semi-norm will be denoted by [J fc .
In the non-conforming case, we shall use the following notation :
We have the following almost classical inequalities, where c is a constant independent of A :
FINITE ELEMENT METHODS FOR THE TRANSPORT EQUATION 75
Now we can define the following problems : When one wants to give a numerical solution for scheme 1, one has to invert a nine-diagonal matrix with a total bandwidth equal to 21 + 1 (resp. 2/ + 1) if one numérotâtes the vertices from the left to the right and then from the bottom to the top (resp. from the bottom to the top and then from the left to the right). The situation is still more complicated for scheme 2. But we shall see that for schemes 3 and 4, one can get a quasi-explicit resolution.
Lemma 2,1 : Scheme 3 can be written as follows, on each quadrilatéral K with vertices A^x^ y^ where u t = u h {A^) y 1 < i ^ 4 :
where G K is the centroid ofK, u h = 0 at the vertices belonging to Y o U I\. Proof : According to the définition of scheme 3, one may write :
where ^4 5 Scheme 4 can be written as follows (classical D.S.N, scheme [7] ) :
2Mj+l/2J+l/2 = u i+lj+lj2 + WjJ+1/2 = U i+U2,j+1 + for 0 < ï < /-1 and 0 < 7 < ƒ -1 ; for 0 < 7 < ^-1, 0 < ï < /-1.
m. EXISTENCE AND STABILITY OF THE APPROXBMATE SOLUTIONS
We can already give the following result for scheme 1. For the other schemes, we shall need the following hypotheses :
The distance z(K) between the mid-points of the diagonals of quadrilatéral K satisfies the following inequality z{K) < 7Jt(K) 2 for ail K € 1E h5 where X is a constant independent of the triangulation. 
3CQ
Hypothesis 3.2 implies that. if h ^ h Ot the angles done by the characteristic direction (\L, V) with two opposite edges AiA i+1 and ^£ +3 i4 £+25 i=l,2, (with v4 5 -^4j) have either the same sign or they are both equal to zero. When these angles are not equal to zero, any quadrilatéral K has always two adjacent edges through which the flux of neutrons enters into the quadrilatéral and two adjacent edges (opposite to the others) through which the flux goes outside the quadrilatéral.
We have the following resuit for scheme 2 : It is easy to see that :
Lemma 3,2 : We assume that hypothesis 3.1 is satisfied and that a is greater than a constant depending only on JA, V and X (in the case where this last condition is not satisfied, one can always consider a new function v defined by v -u

HH) exp I -D\ -h -) I
(3.6) f av 2 h dx dy > c(h(K))\v\ + v\ + v\ + v\) JK
where the constant c is independent of h.
Assume now that the quadrilatéral K has an edge (for example belonging to IV We have : We can get the same type of equality for the edges belonging to F o . Combining equalities (3.5) and (3.7), inequality (3.6) and hypothesis 3.1, we easily get inequality (3.3).
We shall now give some results for schemes 3 and 4. [12] , and the results are meaningless.
P. LESAINT
Before we give some estimations of the error between the exact solution and the approximate solution, we shall check that the conditions of neutron conservation, as expressed in [9] , are satisfled.
Neutron conservation : First of ail, it is easy to see on each element K that if the solution u h is a constant, then the approximations of the derivativeŝ -and v" cancel identically. Now we must check that spatial intégration of dx dy 3 3 the approximations of the derivatives ^-and «-in équations (2.14) and (2.18) results in a balance statement involving boundary terms only. So we have to calculate the following quantities : and where n% and nf are the components of the outer normal on dK 9 and where t is a curvilinear abscissa on dK. Now, for schemes 1 and 3, u h is a continuous function on Ô, so we get :
and
-L
>== Ji
For schemes 2 and 4, we also get the same resuit because u h is a polynomial of degree ^ 1 on each edge and u k is continuous at the mid-point of the edges. We shall also use the following semi-norm on
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The usual modifications in the preceding définitions will be done ïoxp = 00, and we shall write
The same définitions will be used for Q replaced by I\ when m = 0. In what follows, c will always dénote a constant independent of the triangulation 75 h . We have the following lemmas [1] , [2] According to lemma 4.1, we see that the L 2 norm of the first derivatives of u -r h u is of order h. We shall show that in certain circumstances, we can get an order h 2 , which is a super convergence resuit. 
Lemma 4.5 : Let u be a function belonging to the space H 3 (Q), and let r h u € V h be its interpolate. We assume that the triangulation
We consider the isoparametric transformation F it j which maps the référence square K as defined in paragraph II on to the rectangle Q ifj . To any function u defined on K, we let correspond a function u defined on K by M(£, T]) = u(x, y) with
(x,y) = F i J£,7i).
We have :
We can check that the application defined by v -> I ^ (v -r h v), î s linear and continuous from i/ 3 (X) into i? and is identically equal to zero for all v € P(2) (the space of polynomials of degree < 2 in both variables Ç and 7)). It is easy to show by applying lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 that :
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FINXTE ELEMENT METHODS FOR THE TRANSPORT EQUATION
cK which gives us lemma 4.11.
For the sake of completness, we shall give the proof of the following results, for convex quadrilaterals [20] 
Proof ': Starting from lemma 3.2 and from the définition of scheme 2, we get:
where r h u € W h is the interpolate of u.
Combining inequality 5.6 and lemmas 4.1 and 4.3, we get inequality (5.4). When the quadrilaterals are equal rectangles, hypothesis 3.1 is automatically satisfied; we use lemmas 4.1, 4.3 and 4.11, with inequality (5.6) to get inequality (5.5). 
We have, with the same notations as in lemma 3.3 :
where ^4 y dénotes the mid-point of any edge A l A j .
According to the définition of scheme 3, we have : This last inequality combined with inequality (5.16) gives the order h for the error at the vertices of the quadrilatéral.
We shall now give an estimate for the error due to both angular and spatial discretizations. We define the following discrete norm : We shall see in a forthcoming paper [13] that this problem of stability can be handled if we use discontinuous éléments in space [17] : we can get an unconditionnaly stable quasi explicit (we have to invert a séquence of 4 x 4 matrices when we use polynomials of degree ^ 1 in each spatial element) and rather accurate schemes.
